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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the algorithmic task of
content replication and request routing in a distributed caching
system consisting of a central server and a large number of
caches, each with limited storage and service capabilities. We
study a time-slotted system where in each time-slot, a large batch
of requests has to be matched to a large number of caches,
where each request can be served by any cache which stores
the requested content. All requests which cannot be served by
the caches are served by fetching the requested content from the
central server. The goal is to minimize the transmission rate from
the central server.
We use a novel mapping between our content replication
problem and the Knapsack problem to prove a lower bound
on the transmission rate for any content replication policy.
Using insights obtained from the mapping, we propose a content
replication policy - Knapsack Storage - which achieves this lower
bound. While it intuitively makes sense to replicate the more
popular contents on a larger number of caches, surprisingly,
in certain cases, the Knapsack Storage policy chooses not to
replicate the most popular contents on the caches at all.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video on Demand (VoD) services like Netflix [1] and
Youtube [2] account for ever-increasing fractions of Internet
traffic. This fraction is expected to cross 50% by 2018 [3].
Most VoD services use distributed Content Delivery Networks
(CDNs) to serve their customers. Caching content closer to
the network edge, i.e., close to the end users is an effective
mechanism to reduce the load on the network backbone, thus
reducing the bandwidth consumption of the network. The
scope for cost savings and performance benefits from caching
increases as the cost of memory continues to drop at a higher
rate than that of transmission gear [4].
In this work, we focus on the task of content replication in a
cache cluster consisting of multiple caches, each with limited
storage and service capabilities, connected to a common root
node that has a link to the central server as shown in Figure
1. For example, the root node could represent an ISP using
multiple caches to serve users in a specific geographical area
and central server represents core network. This cache cluster
need not necessarily be a stand-alone network, but could in
fact be a part of a larger tree topology [4].
As discussed in [5], [11]–[15], the system operates in two
distinct phases. The first phase is the placement phase where
content is replicated on the caches based on the statistics of the
user demands. In the second phase, called the delivery phase,
user requests are served using the caches and transmission
from the central server via the root node. Since each cache
can only store a small subset of the contents offered by the
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Fig. 1. Cache Cluster.
VoD service, optimizing content replication in the placement
phase is critical for the efficient service in the delivery phase.
Most popular VoD services serve a large number of users
and have extremely large content catalogs, e.g., YouTube
serves over a billion users and offers close to a billion hours
of content [6]. Both these factors need to be incorporated into
algorithm design and performance analysis for such networks.
Motivated by this, we focus on the asymptotic setting where
the number of different contents offered by the service is large,
and a large batch of user requests arrive at the beginning of
each time-slot. Since the caches have limited service capacity,
the incoming requests have to be matched to the caches such
that no cache is allocated more than one request in each
time-slot. All requests which can’t be served by the local
caches are served by the central server which stores the entire
catalog of contents offered by the VoD service. The goal is
to optimize content replication on the caches and design a
computationally efficient request matching policy to minimize
the rate of transmission from the central server to the root
node.
Recently, two other settings have been used to model such
CDNs. Similar to our setting, the setting in [7]–[10] allows
each request to be served by any one of the caches, as long
as no cache serves more than one request at any given time.
However, in [7]–[10], the central server communicates with
each user via an independent link. The setting in [5], [11]–
[15] is different from our setting as it pre-assigns each user to
a specific cache.
We compare and contrast the optimal content replication
strategies for our setting and the two settings described above.
Our larger goal and a key contribution of this work is to
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develop a comprehensive understanding of the effects of the
structure of the underlying network on the nature of the
optimal content replication strategies.
A. Contributions
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as
follows.
(i) Converse Results: We use a novel mapping between
our content replication problem and the Knapsack prob-
lem to lower bound the expected transmission rate
for all content replication policies which do not use
coded caching (Theorem 1). We also prove a stronger
information-theoretic converse which lower bounds the
expected transmission rate for all content replication
policies if content popularity follows the Zipf’s law
(Theorem 3). These results can be extended to the case
where content popularity follows the Zipf-Mandelbrot
law [24].
(ii) Our Policy: Using the insights obtained from the map-
ping, we propose a content replication and request
matching policy which solves a fractional knapsack
problem to determine which contents to store on the
caches. We show that our policy is optimal if content
popularity follows the Zipf’s law (Theorem 2). This re-
sult can be extended to the case where content popularity
follows the Zipf-Mandelbrot law.
Surprisingly, in certain cases, our content replication pol-
icy does not cache the most popular contents. Intuitively,
in order to serve all the requests for a popular content
via the caches, the content needs to be replicated on
a large number of caches, since each cache can only
serve one request at a time. It follows that, at times, it
is better to serve all the requests for a popular content
via a single transmission from the central server, instead
of replicating it on a large number of caches, thus using
up a lot of memory resources.
(iii) Comparison with other Settings: As mentioned before,
for the settings studied in [5], [14], [16], coded caching
is necessary for optimal performance. The only differ-
ence between our setting and the setting in [5], [14], [16]
is that in [5], [14], [16], each request is pre-assigned to
a specific cache, whereas, in our setting, each request
can be matched to any one of the caches. We show
that this added flexibility in matching requests to caches
eliminates the need of coding for optimal performance.
Another key insight we obtain is that unlike our policy,
the optimal policies for the two alternative settings
discussed above, store the more popular contents on a
larger number of caches.
II. SETTING
We study a distributed caching system consisting of a central
server, and m caches, each with limited storage and service
capabilities, connected to the central server via a root node
(Figure 1). The system offers a content catalog consisting of
n contents, where n scales linearly with respect to m, i.e.,
n = cm where c is a constant. We are interested in the
asymptotic performance of the system as n,m→∞ to model
the enormous content catalogs offered by most large scale
content delivery systems.
A. Storage Model
The central server stores the entire catalog of contents
offered by the content delivery system, and each of the m
caches can store k units of data. Let bi denote the units of
storage required to store a copy of Content i.
B. Request Model
We consider a time-slotted system where a batch of m˜ =
Θ(m) requests arrives at the beginning of each time-slot.
Each request is generated according to an independent and
identically distributed process. The probability that a request is
for Content i is denoted by pi. We use the Zipf distribution to
model the popularity of contents as empirical studies of many
VoD services have shown that the content popularity profile
matches well with such distributions, see e.g., [17]–[23].
Assumption 1: Zipf Popularity
Without loss of generality, contents are indexed in decreasing
order of popularity with pi ∝ i−β , where β > 0 is a constant,
known as the Zipf parameter.
All the results in this paper can be extended to the case where
content popularity follows the Zipf-Mandelbrot law [24].
C. Service Model
Each request can be served in one time-slot by any one
cache which stores the requested content, and each cache can
serve at most one request in each time-slot. In each time-slot,
all the requests that cannot be served by the caches are served
by fetching the requested content from the central server via
the root node.
D. Goal
The goal is to determine what to store in the caches,
and how to match incoming requests to the caches in order
to minimize the expected transmission rate from the central
server needed to serve all the requests arriving in a time-slot.
III. PRELIMINARIES
The fractional knapsack problem [25] can informally be
defined as follows: choose items to keep in the knapsack such
that the cumulative value of the items is maximized, while
ensuring that the cumulative weight of the items is not more
than the knapsack’s capacity. Formally, if the total capacity of
the knapsack is W , item j has value vj and weight wj , the
fractional knapsack problem is defined as:
max
J∑
j=1
xjvj
s.t.
J∑
j=1
xjwj ≤W,
0 ≤ xj ≤ 1, ∀j.
WLOG, let the items be indexed in decreasing order of value
to weight ratio, i.e., v1w1 ≥ v2w2 ≥ ... ≥ vJwJ .
Let j∗ be such that
j∗−1∑
j=1
wj ≤W, and
j∗∑
j=1
wj > W.
The solution to the fractional knapsack problem is:
xj =

1, for j < j∗,
W −∑j∗−1j=1 wj
wj∗
, for j = j∗,
0 otherwise.
Remark 1: The solution to the fractional knapsack problem
can be computed in O(J log J) time.
IV. MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we state and discuss our main results. The
proofs are provided in Section VI and the Appendix.
A. Converse without Coding
In this section, we compute a lower bound on the expected
transmission rate from the central server for all policies which
do not use coding. Theorem 1 provides a lower bound on
the expected tranmission rate for the case where each request
arrives according to an independent and identically distributed
process.
Theorem 1: Consider a distributed cache system with n
contents, m caches, and a batch of m˜ requests arriving at the
beginning of each time-slot. Each request is generated accord-
ing to an independent and identically distributed process, and
the probability that a request is for Content i is denoted by
pi. Let R∗NC denote the minimum transmission rate required
to serve all requests arriving in a time-slot, and let Content i
need bi units of storage. Then, we have that,
E[R∗NC] ≥
n∑
i=1
bi(1− (1− pi)m˜)− O∗,
where, O∗ = max
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
xi,u(1− (1− pi)m˜)
s.t.
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
xi,u max{m˜pi, 1} ≤ mk,
0 ≤ xi,u ≤ 1, ∀i, u.
Remark 2: The quantity O∗ defined in Theorem 1 is the
solution to the fractional knapsack problem described in
Section III with:
– The value of bit u of Content i,
vi,u = 1− (1− pi)m˜,
is the probability that Content i is requested at least once
in the time-slot.
– The weight of bit u of Content i,
wi,u = dm˜pie,
where m˜pi is the expected number of requests for Content
i in a time-slot.
– The capacity of the knapsack,
W = mk,
is the total memory of the m caches.
xi,u = 1 implies that dm˜pie copies of bit u of Content i
are stored in the knapsack, and, xi,u = 0 implies that bit u
of Content i is not stored in the knapsack. Theorem 1 lower
bounds the expected transmission rate by
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
(1− xi,u)(1− (1− pi)m˜),
which is the expected number of bits not stored in knapsack
and requested at least once.
Next, we evaluate the lower bound on the expected transmis-
sion rate obtained in Theorem 1 for the case where content
popularity follows the Zipf distribution. Numerous empirical
studies for many content delivery systems have shown that
the distribution of popularities matches well with such distri-
butions, see e.g., [17]–[23].
Corollary 1: Consider a distributed cache system with n
contents, m caches, and a batch of m requests arriving at the
beginning of each time-slot. Each request is generated accord-
ing to an independent and identically distributed process, and
the probability that a request is for Content i is denoted by
pi. If the pis follow the Zipf distribution with Zipf parameter
β, i.e., pi ∝ i−β ,
E[R∗NC] ≥
n∑
i=1
bi
(
1−
(
1− p1
iβ
)m)
− O∗Zipf,
where, O∗Zipf = max
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
xi,u
(
1−
(
1− p1
iβ
)m)
s.t.
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
xi,u max
{
m˜
p1
iβ
, 1
}
≤ mk,
0 ≤ xi,v ≤ 1, ∀i, u,
and p1 =
( n∑
i=1
i−β
)−1
.
Let i˜ = (mp1)1/β and ri be the value to weight ratio of a
bit of content i. We have that,
ri =
vi
wi
=

1− (1− pi)m
mpi
, for i ≤ i˜− 1,
1− (1− pi)m, for i ≥ i˜.
Given this,
dri
di
> 0, for i ≤ i˜− 1, and dri
di
< 0, for i ≥ i˜.
Therefore, ri increases from i = 1 to i˜ − 1 and decreases
from i = i˜ to n. For example, Figure 2 illustrates how the ratio
of the value to weight ratio for n = m = 100, and β = 1.2
varies as a function of content index.
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Fig. 2. Value to weight ratio when content popularity follows the Zipf
distribution for n = m = 100, and β = 1.2).
Given this, and the fact that the solution to the fractional
knapsack problem (Section III) is obtained by ranking items
in decreasing order of value/weight ratio and choosing the
maximum number of highest ranked items such that their
cumulative weight is less that the knapsack capacity, the
optimal solution to the fractional knapsack solution has the
following structure: ∃ imin, imax with imin ≤ i˜ ≤ imax, such
that,
xi,v =

1, ∀v, if imin ≤ i˜ ≤ imax − 1,
1, for some values of v if i = imin and imax,
0, otherwise.
We optimize over imin and imax to get a lower bound on the
expected transmission rate for particular values of c, k and
m. For example, Table I shows the results for the case where
bi = b ∀i, and content popularity follows the Zipf distribution
with Zipf Parameter β, such that 1 < β < 2. Typical values of
β for most Video on Demand services lie between 0.6 and 2
[17]–[23]. For β < 1, the Zipf distribution is not well defined
in the limit as n→∞, and therefore, for the asymptotic results
obtained in Table I, we focus our attention on the case where
1 < β < 2.
Remark 3: The key insights from the optimal solution to
the fractional knapsack problem in Corollary 1 are:
– For contents expected to be requested at least once, i.e.,
Contents i such that mpi ≥ 1, it is optimal to store
contents with lower popularity. Intuitively, given that
two contents are going to be requested at least once
each, all the requests for the less popular content can be
served using fewer caches and a lesser amount of storage
than the more popular content. Therefore, between the
two contents, storing the less popular content reduces
the transmission rate by b units using fewer memory
resources.
– For contents expected to be requested at most once, i.e.,
Contents i such that mpi < 1, it is optimal to store the
E[R∗NC]
Case 1: c− k/b = Ω(1) Ω(n2−β)
Case 2: c− k/b = Θ(n−), 0 <  ≤ ˜ Ω(n2−β−)
Case 3: |k/b− c| = O(n−˜), Ω(n 2−ββ )
Case 4: k/b− c = Θ(n−), 0 <  ≤ ˜ Ω(n β−1 )
Case 5: k/b− c ≥ 1− o(n1/β) 0
TABLE I
CONVERSE RESULTS FOR THE CASE WHERE CONTENT POPULARITY
FOLLOWS THE ZIPF DISTRIBUTION WITH ZIPF PARAMETER β , SUCH THAT
1 < β < 2. HERE, ˜ = (2− β)(β − 1)/β , k IS THE STORAGE PER CACHE,
AND c = NUMBER OF CONTENTSNUMBER OF CACHES .
more popular contents. Intuitively, between two contents
with the same weight, storing the more popular content
increases the probability of reducing the transmission
rate required to serve incoming requests, while using
the same amount of memory resources.
B. Our Policy
1) Storage Policy: Knapsack Storage: We use the insights
obtained from Theorem 1 to design a storage policy. In
Theorem 1, we use the solution to the fractional knapsack
problem with appropriate values and weights for the contents
to lower bound the expected transmission rate. Inspired by
this, we propose a storage policy called the Knapsack Storage
policy. We describe the Knapsack Storage policy in two parts.
Knapsack Storage: Part 1 – The first part of the Knapsack
Storage policy determines how many caches each content is
stored on by solving a fractional Knapsack problem. The
parameters of the fractional knapsack problem are as follows:
– The value of Content i,
vi = 1− (1− pi)m,
is the probability that Content i is requested at least once
in the time-slot.
– The weight of Content i (wi) represents the number of
caches Content i will be stored on if selected by the
Knapsack problem. If we decide to store a content on the
caches, we would like to ensure that all requests for that
content can be served by the caches, so that the content
need not be transmitted by the central server. To ensure
this, we fix wi to be high enough to ensure that with high
probability, i.e., with probability → 1 as m˜,m, n → ∞,
the number of requests for Content i in a time-slot is
≤ wi. We use the following values for the wis:
wi =

m, if pi = p∗ = max
j
pj ,⌈(
1 + p
∗
2
)
m˜pi
⌉
, if p∗ > pi ≥ (logm)
2
m˜ ,⌈
4p∗(logm)2
⌉
, if (logm)
2
m˜ > pi ≥ 1m˜(logm)2 ,
1, if 1m˜(logm)2 > pi > 0.
– For simpilicity, we assume that all contents are of equal
size and need b units of storage each.
1: Solve the following fractional knapsack problem
max
n∑
i=1
xivi
s.t. b
n∑
i=1
xiwi ≤ mk,
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, ∀i,
where vis and wis are as defined in Definition 1.
2: The set of contents to be stored
S = {bxicwi copies of Content i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Fig. 3. Knapsack Storage: Part 1 – Determines how many caches each content
is stored on.
Figure 3 formally describes Knapsack Storage: Part 1.
Remark 4: Knapsack Storage: Part 1 can be implemented
in O(n log n) time, where n is the number of contents in the
content catalog.
Since the value of Content i, vi = 1 − (1 − pi)m, is the
probability that Content i is requested at least once in the time-
slot, n −∑ni=1 xivi, is the expected number of contents that
are not stored in the knapsack and requested at least once.
As a result, maximizing
∑n
i=1 xivi minimizes the expected
number of contents that are not stored in the knapsack and
requested at least once, which is equivalent to minimizing the
expected transmission rate.
Recall from Section III that the optimal solution to the
fractional knapsack problem prioritizes selecting contents with
larger value to weight ratios. Therefore, for certain values of
the system parameters (n, m, m˜, k), the optimal solution to
the fractional knapsack problem in Figure 3 does not store the
most popular contents on the caches. As discussed in Remark
3, intuitively, in order to serve all the requests for a popular
content via the caches, the content needs to be replicated on a
large number of caches, since each cache can only serve one
request at a time. It follows that, at times, it is better to serve
all the requests for a popular content via a single transmission
from the central server, instead of replicating it on a large
number of caches, thus using up a lot of memory resources.
Knapsack Storage: Part 2 – The next decision to be
made is which contents to store on which caches, i.e., how
to partition the set of contents selected by Knapsack Storage:
Part 1 (Figure 3) into m groups with k/b contents each.
1: Order content copies in S obtained in Knapsack Storage:
Part 1 (Figure 3) in increasing order of content index.
2: Store content copy ranked r in the ordered sequence on
cache ((r − 1) mod m+ 1).
Fig. 4. Knapsack Storage: Part 2 – Determines which contents to store on
each cache.
1
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1
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3
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Cache 1
Cache 2
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Cache 4
Sorted S: 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5
Fig. 5. Illustration of Knapsack Storage: Part 2 for a system with four caches
(m = 4).
Figure 5 illustrates Knapsack Storage: Part 2 for a system
consisting of four caches, x1 = x2 = x3 = x4 = x5 = 1 and
0 otherwise, and w1 = 3, w2 = 2, w3 = w4 = w5 = 1.
Remark 5: Knapsack Storage: Part 2 can be implemented
in O(n) time, where n is the number of contents in the content
catalog.
2) Matching Policy: Match Least Popular: The next task is
to match requests to caches. The key idea of the Match Least
Popular policy is to match requests for the less popular con-
tents before matching requests for the more popular contents.
Please refer to Figure 6 for a formal description of the Match
Least Popular policy.
1: initialize i = n, set of idle caches = {1, 2, ...,m}.
2: if the number of requests for Content i is more than the
number of idle caches storing Content i, then
3: goto Step 8.
4: else
5: match requests for Content i to idle caches storing
Content i, chosen uniformly at random.
6: update the set of idle caches.
7: end if
8: i = i− 1, goto Step 2.
Fig. 6. Match Least Popular – Matches requests to caches.
Remark 6: Match Least Popular can be implemented by
going through the set of m requests twice as follows: the
first pass is used to tabulate how many times each content is
requested, and the second pass is used to match these requests
to caches in increasing order of content popularity. Therefore,
the Match Least Popular policy can be implemented in O(m)
time where m is the number of caches as well as the number
of requests arriving in each time-slot.
The next theorem evaluates the performance of the Knap-
sack Store + Match Least Popular (KS+MLP) policy for the
case where content popularity follows the Zipf distribution
(Assumption 1). We focus on this case because empirical
studies of many VoD services have shown that the content
popularity profile matches well with such distributions, see
e.g., [17]–[23].
Theorem 2: Consider a distributed cache consisting of a
central server and m caches that offers a catalog of n contents.
Let a batch of m requests arrive in each time-slot and RKS+MLP
be the transmission rate for the Knapsack Store + Match
E[RKS+MLP]
Case 1: c− k˜ = Ω(1) O(n2−β) w.h.p.
Case 2: c− k˜ = Θ(n−), 0 <  ≤ ˜ O(n2−β−) w.h.p.
Case 3: |k˜ − c| = O(n−˜), O(n 2−ββ ) w.h.p.
Case 4: k˜ − c = Θ(n−), 0 <  ≤ ˜ O(n β−1 ) w.h.p.
Case 5: k˜ − c ≥ 1− o(n1/β) Θ(1) w.h.p.
TABLE II
TRANSMISSION RATE FTOM THE CENTRAL SERVER FOR THE KNAPSACK
STORAGE + MATCH LEAST POPULAR (KS+MLP) POLICY FOR THE CASE
WHERE CONTENT POPULARITY FOLLOWS THE ZIPF DISTRIBUTION WITH
ZIPF PARAMETER β , SUCH THAT 1 < β < 2. HERE,
˜ = (2− β)(β − 1)/β , EACH CACHE CAN STORE k˜ CONTENTS, AND
c = NUMBER OF CONTENTSNUMBER OF CACHES .
Least Popular policy when content popularity follows the Zipf
distribution (Assumption 1) with Zipf parameter β > 1. Let
the number of requests arriving in each time-slot be equal to
the number of caches. Then, we have that, for n large enough,
RKS+MLP ≤
∑
i/∈R
1−
(
1− p1
iβ
)m
w.h.p., and,
E[RKS+MLP] ≤
∑
i/∈R
1−
(
1− p1
iβ
)m
+ O(n2e−(logn)
2
),
where p1 =
(∑n
i=1 i
−β)−1, R = {i : xi = 1}, such that
xi is the solution of the fraction knapsack problem solved in
Knapsack Storage: Part 1, and w.h.p. means with probability
≥ 1−O(ne−(logn)2).
Table II shows the results for the case where bi = b ∀i,
and content popularity follows the Zipf distribution with Zipf
Parameter β, such that 1 < β < 2. Typical values of β for
most Video on Demand services lie between 0.6 and 2. For
β < 1, the Zipf distribution is not well defined in the limit
as n → ∞, and therefore, for the asymptotic analysis, we
focus our attention on the case where 1 < β < 2. In Section
V, we evaluate the performance of the Knapsack Storage +
Match Least Popular for the case where 0.6 < β < 1 for
finite values of n via simulations.
From Tables I and II, we conclude that if content popularity
follows the Zipf’s distribution with 1 < β < 2, the Knapsack
Storage + Match Least Popular policy is order-optimal in
the class of policies which do not use coded caching. Using
Theorems 1 and 2, it can be shown that this holds even for
Zipf parameter β ≥ 2. This is one of the key results of this
paper.
All our results can easily be extended to the case where
content popularity follows the Zipf-Mandelbrot law instead of
the Zipf’s law. We skip the details due to lack of space.
C. Alternative Distributed Caching Settings
We now compare various distributed caching settings stud-
ied thus far. In all these setting, the goal is to minimize the
rate of transmission from the central server to the users. For
each setting, the questions we are trying to answer are:
Q1: What is the optimal caching scheme?
Q2: Can coded caching significantly improve performance?
We refer to our setting as Setting A. As discussed in the
introduction, there are two other caching settings (Settings B
and C) studied so far. We include a possible fourth setting
(Setting D) for the sake of completeness.
- Setting A: Flexible matching between users and caches,
the central server serves requests which cannot be served
by the caches via the root node (our setting).
- Setting B: Fixed matching between users and caches, the
central server broadcasts information to all the users [5],
[11]–[14], [16].
- Setting C: Flexible matching between users and caches,
independent unicast communication between each user
and the central server [7]–[10].
- Setting D: Fixed matching between users and caches,
independent unicast communication between each user
and the central server.
1) Setting A- Our Setting: Theorem 1 provides a lower
bound on the transmission rate of all policies which do not
use coded caching. If content popularity follows the Zipf
distribution, our next result provides a stronger information-
theoretic converse which lower bounds the performance of all
caching policies, including those which employ coded caching.
Theorem 3: Let content popularity follow the Zipf distri-
bution with Zipf parameter β > 1, and E[R∗Zipf] denote the
minimum expected transmission rate required to serve all
requests arriving in a time-slot. Then, we have that
E[R∗Zipf] ≥ Ω
(
(n−mk)m
nβ
)
.
We now use Theorems 2 and 3 to compare the performance
of our policy with the performance of the optimal policy.
Corollary 2: Let content popularity follow the Zipf distri-
bution with Zipf parameter β > 1. Let n = cm, m˜ = m
and each cache have the storage capacity to store exactly k˜
complete equal sized contents. From Theorems 2 and 3 we
have that, ∃ constants c1 and c2 such that:
Case 1: If k˜ ≤ dce − 1, E[RKS+MLP] ≤ c1E[R∗Zipf].
Case 2: If k˜ > dce, E[RKS+MLP] ≤ c2.
Remark 7: We thus conclude that for Setting A, if content
popularity follows the Zipf’s law, the Knapsack Storage +
Match Least Popular policy, which does not use coded caching
is optimal up to a constant multiplicative factor and a constant
additive term for k˜ ≤ dce − 1 and k˜ > dce. This is one of
the key results of this paper. If coding can reduce the required
transmission rate in the case where k˜ = dce remains an open
question.
2) Setting B- Fixed Matching with Broadcast: The optimal
expected broadcast rate (up to a constant multiplicative and
additive gap) for this setup, with an arbitrary popularity
distribution, is given by [14][Theorem 1, Theorem 2]. The
proposed scheme uses coded caching and achieves an expected
broadcast rate of
E[R(k˜)] ≤
[
n3
k˜
− 1
]+
+ min
{∑
i>n3
mpi,
n− n3
[k˜ − n3]+
− 1
}
,
where each cache can store k˜ contents and n3 is an integer
that satisfies mk˜pn3 ≥ 1 and mk˜pn3+1 < 1. Here, n3 is the
number of contents for which are stored in the caches [5].
Consider the Zipf distribution with Zipf parameter β > 1.
Then n3 = Θ
(
min{(k˜m)1/β , n}
)
, and therefore the achiev-
able expected rate is given by
E[R(k˜)] ≤ O
(
(k˜m)1/β
k˜
+m
∑
i>n3
i−β
)
≤ O
(
m1/β
k˜1−1/β
+m(k˜m)−(β−1)/β
)
= O
(
m1/β
k˜1−1/β
)
.
(1)
The conventional uncoded caching and delivery scheme
would be to store the most popular k˜ contents in each cache
and simply broadcast those requested contents which have not
been stored. The expected broadcast rate for this scheme is
E[RNC(k˜)] =
∑
i>k˜
mpi.
Therefore, for the Zipf distribution with β > 1,
E[RNC(k˜)] ≥ Ω
(
m · k˜−(β−1)
)
. (2)
Consider k˜ = m1/β . Comparing the coded caching and
conventional caching rates using (1) and (2), we have
E[RNC(m1/β)]
E[R(m1/β)]
≥ Ω
(
m ·m− 1β (β−1) · m
1
β (1− 1β )
m1/β
)
= Ω
(
m
1
β (1− 1β )
)
,
which can grow arbitrarily large as m → ∞. Therefore, for
this setting, optimal performance cannot be achieved without
using coded caching, and the optimal policy stores the more
popular contents.
This result can be extended to the case where content
popularity follows the Zipf-Mandelbrot law. We skip the
details due to lack of space.
3) Setting C- Flexible Matching with Unicast: We first
focus on the case where each cache can store exactly one
content, i.e., k˜ = 1. The next theorem provides a lower bound
on the transmission rate for all policies which do not use coded
caching.
Theorem 4: For Setting C, let C∗(1) be the minimum trans-
mission from the central server needed to serve all requests
which arrive in a time-slot if each cache has sufficient storage
capacity to store exactly one complete content. If each request
is generated by an i.i.d. process such that the probability of a
request for Content i is pi, then we have that,
E[C∗(1)] = m˜−Oc,
where Oc = max
n∑
i=1
m˜∑
j=1
yi,jvi,j
s.t.
n∑
i=1
m˜∑
j=1
yi,j = m,
yi,j = {0, 1}, ∀i, j,
where vi,j =
∑m˜
k=j
(
m˜
k
)
pki (1− pi)m˜−k is the probability that
Content i is requested at least j times in a batch of requests.
Consider the following storage policy: store at most one
content per cache with Content i stored on ci caches, such
that, ci =
∑m˜
i=1 yi,j , where the yi,js are the solution to the
following optimization problem:
max
n∑
i=1
m˜∑
j=1
yi,jvi,j
s.t.
n∑
i=1
m˜∑
j=1
yi,j = m,
yi,j = {0, 1}, ∀i, j.
Note that the expected transmission from the central server for
this policy matches the minimum expected transmission rate
obtained in Theorem 4. It follows that this policy is optimal
for Setting C if each cache can store exactly one content. Since
vi1,j ≥ vi2,j if p1 ≥ p2, this policy stores the more popular
contents on a larger number of caches.
Corollary 3: For Setting C, if content popularity follows the
Zipf popularity (Assumption 1), m˜ = m, and each cache can
store exactly one complete content, under the optimal policy,
the expected number of unicast transmission required from the
central server in a time-slot is O(m1/β logm).
From Theorem 2, we know that if content popularity follows
the Zipf’s law, the Knapsack Storage + Match Least Popular
policy is optimal up to a constant additive term for Setting A.
Next, we evaluate the performance of the Knapsack Storage
+ Match Least Popular policy for Setting C.
Corollary 4: Let content popularity follows the Zipf pop-
ularity (Assumption 1) with Zipf parameter β > 1, m˜ = m,
and each cache has sufficient storage capacity to store k˜ ≥ 1
complete contents. For Setting C, under the Knapsack Storage
+ Match Least Popular policy, for n large enough,
1) If k˜ = 1, the expected number of unicast transmissions
required from the central server in a time-slot is Θ(m).
2) If k˜ ≥ dce + 2, the expected number of unicast trans-
mission required from the central server in a time-slot
is o(1).
Remark 8: From Corollaries 3 and 4, we conclude that for
Setting C, if content popularity follows the Zipf distribution
with Zipf parameter β > 1:
– if k˜ = 1, the Knapsack Storage + Match Least Popular
policy is order wise suboptimal. The key thing to note
is that for k˜ = 1, the Knapsack Storage policy does not
cache the most popular content and is outperformed a
policy which caches more copies of the more popular
contents.
– if k˜ ≥ dce + 2, the Knapsack Storage + Match Least
Popular policy is optimal up to a constant additive term.
More specifically, by Theorem 2, we have that, with
high probability, all requests are served by the local
caches by the Knapsack Storage + Match Least Popular
policy. Therefore, for the Knapsack Storage + Match
Least Popular policy, constant storage per cache (i.e.,
k˜ = dce + 2) is sufficient to ensure o(1) transmission
rate from the central server. We thus conclude that coded
caching is not necessary for optimal performance in this
setting.
4) Setting D- Fixed Matching with Unicast: In this setting,
since each request can only be served by a pre-determined
cache and the central server communicates with each user
separately, the distributed caching problem decouples into
m independent single cache problems where the goal is to
minimize the probability that the requested content is not
stored in the cache. It is straightforward to see that in this
setting if a cache can store k˜ complete contents, the optimal
caching policy which does not use coding is to store the k˜
most popular contents.
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we compare the performance of the Knap-
sack Storage + Match Least Popular (KS+MLP) policy with
the lower bound on the performance of all storage policies
which do not use coded caching.
We simulate a distributed cache system for arrival processes
which satisfy Assumption 1 to understand how the perfor-
mance of the KS+MLP policy depends on various parameters
like number of contents (n), number of caches (m), storage
capacity per cache (k˜), and Zipf parameter (β). We focus on
the case where the number of requests per time-slot is equal
to the number of caches. For each set of system parameters,
we report the mean transmission rate averaged over 10000
iterations.
In Figure 7, we plot the mean transmission rate for the
KS+MLP policy and the lower bound on the expected trans-
mission rate as a function of the number of contents (n), for
a system where the number of caches (m) is one fifth of the
number of contents (n = 5m), and each cache can store three
contents (k˜ = 3). In this regime, our theoretical results suggest
that the mean transmission rate for the KS+MLP policy is
O(n2−β) and the lower bound on the expected transmission
rate to be Ω(n2−β). We see that the mean transmission rate
for the KS+MLP policy is very close to the lower bound and
both are decreasing functions of β.
In Figure 8, we plot the mean transmission rate for the
KS+MLP policy and the lower bound on the expected trans-
mission rate as a function of the number of contents (n), for a
system where n = 15m and each cache can store sixteen
contents (k˜ = 16). In this regime, our theoretical results
suggest that the mean transmission rate for the KS+MLP
policy is upper bounded by one, with high probability and
the lower bound on the expected transmission rate is zero.
In Figure 9, we plot the mean transmission rate for the
KS+MLP policy and the lower bound on the expected trans-
mission rate as a function of the storage per cache (k˜) for
a system with 1000 contents (n = 1000) and 100 caches
(m = 100). We see that the mean transmission rate for
the KS+MLP policy is very close to the lower bound on
the expected transmission rate and as expected, both are
decreasing function of the storage per cache (k˜).
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Fig. 7. Plot of the mean transmission rate for the KS+MLP policy and the
lower bound on the expected transmission rate as a function of the number of
contents (n), for a system where the number of caches (m) is one fifth of the
number of contents (n = 5m), and each cache can store three contents (k˜ = 3).
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Fig. 8. Plot of the mean transmission rate for the KS+MLP policy and the
lower bound on the expected transmission rate as a function of the number of
contents (n), for a system where the number of caches, m = n/15, and each
cache can store sixteen contents (k˜ = 16).
In Figure 10, we plot the mean transmission rate for
the KS+MLP policy and the lower bound on the expected
transmission rate as a function of the Zipf parameter β. Typical
values of β for video of demand systems lie between 0.6
and 2 [17]–[23]. We simulate a system with 1000 contents
(n = 1000) and 200 caches (m = 200) for two different values
of storage per cache. We see that the mean transmission rate
for the KS+MLP policy is very close to the lower bound on
the expected transmission rate and as expected, both the mean
transmission rate for the KS+MLP policy and the lower bound
on the expected transmission rate are decreasing functions of
β.
VI. PROOFS
In this section, we prove some of the results discussed in
Section IV. We use the following result multiple times in this
section.
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Lemma 1: For a Binomial random variable X with mean
µ, by the Chernoff bound, for δ such that 0 < δ < 1,
P(X ≥ (1 + δ)µ) ≤ e−δ2µ/3,
P(X ≤ (1− δ)µ) ≤ e−δ2µ/2.
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof of Theorem 1: Instead of lower bounding the
expected transmission rate for the system described in Section
II, we lower bound the expected transmission rate for an
alternative system which is less restrictive and, therefore, more
powerful than the system described in Section II. In the system
described in Section II, each cache can serve at most one
request in a time-slot. In the alternative system, we allow each
cache to serve multiple requests in each time-slot as long as
it serves at most one request for each content stored in the
cache.
Let E[R∗NC] be the expected transmission rate for the system
described in Section II, and E[R˜∗NC] be the expected trans-
mission rate for the alternative system. Since the alternative
system is less restrictive than the original system, it follows
that,
E[R∗NC] ≥ E[R˜∗NC].
In the alternative system, for Content i such that m˜pi ≥ 1,
if the caching policy decides to store bit v of Content i on
less than m˜pi caches, the caches cannot serve m˜pi or more
requests for Content i in any given time-slot. Since the number
of requests for Content i is at least m˜pi with a constant
probability, storing bit v of Content i such that m˜pi ≥ 1
on less than m˜pi caches adds a constant to the expected
transmission rate and not storing bit v of Content i on the
caches adds one unit to the expected transmission rate. Since
we are interested in the order of the expected transmission rate
as n,m, m˜→∞, if m˜pi ≥ 1, storing bit v of Content i on less
than m˜pi caches is equivalent to not storing bit v of Content i
at all. Therefore, to make the most use of the available cache
memory, we restrict ourselves to the case where if the caching
policy decides to cache bit v of Content i, it is stored on at
least max{m˜pi, 1} caches.
If the caching policy decides not to cache bit v of Content
i, this bit will have to be transmitted if Content i is requested
at least once in the batch of m˜ requests. The probability that
Content i is requested at least once in the batch of m˜ requests
is 1 − (1 − pi)m˜. Let xi,v be an indicator variable, where
xi,v = 1 implies that bit v of Content i is cached and xi,v = 0
otherwise. Since the system has m caches where each cache
can store k bits of content, the expected transmission rate
for the alternative system (E[R˜∗NC]) is lower bounded by the
solution to the following optimization problem:
min
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
(1− xi,u)(1− (1− pi)m˜)
s.t.
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
xi,v max{m˜pi, 1} ≤ mk,
xi,u = {0, 1}, ∀i, u.
Let O∗1 =
max
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
xi,u(1− (1− pi)m˜)
s.t.
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
xi,u max{m˜pi, 1} ≤ mk,
xi,u = {0, 1}, ∀i, u.
To lower bound E[R˜∗NC], we need to upper bound O
∗
1. Instead
of upper bounding O∗1, we upper bound O
∗, where O∗ =
max
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
xi,u(1− (1− pi)m˜)
s.t.
n∑
i=1
bi∑
u=1
xi,u max{m˜pi, 1} ≤ mk,
0 ≤ xi,u ≤ 1, ∀i, u.
By definition, O∗1 ≤ O∗, therefore,
E[R∗NC] ≥ E[R˜∗NC] ≥
n∑
i=1
bi(1− (1− pi)m˜)− O∗.
B. Proof of Corollary 1
Let i˜ be the smallest value of i for which mpi < 1. For
all i ≥ i˜, max{mpi, 1} = 1. Therefore, if content popularity
follows the Zipf’s law, O∗ =
max
n∑
i=1
b∑
v=1
xi,v(1− (1− pi)m)
s.t.
i˜−1∑
i=1
b∑
v=1
xi,vmpi +
n∑
i=i˜
b∑
v=1
xi,v ≤ mk,
0 ≤ xi,v ≤ 1, ∀i, v.
O∗ is the solution to the fractional knapsack problem where
the value of bit u of content i is 1− (1− pi)m and its weight
is mpi if i ≤ i˜−1 and 1 if i ≥ i˜. Let ri be the value to weight
ratio of a bit of content i. We have that,
ri =
vi
wi
=

1− (1− pi)m
mpi
, for i ≤ i˜− 1,
1− (1− pi)m, for i ≥ i˜.
Given this,
dri
di
> 0, for i ≤ i˜− 1, and dri
di
< 0, for i ≥ i˜.
Therefore, ri increases from i = 1 to i˜ − 1 and decreases
from i = i˜ to n. Therefore, the optimal solution to the fraction
knapsack solution has the following structure:
∃ imin, imax with imin ≤ i˜ ≤ imax, such that, either,
imax−1∑
i=imin
max{mpi, 1} ≤ mk, and
imax∑
i=imin
max{mpi, 1} > mk,
and the optimal solution is
xi,u =

1, 1 ≤ u ≤ b, imin ≤ i ≤ imax − 1,
1, for i = imax, u ≤ mk −
imax−1∑
i=imin
bi max{mpi, 1},
0, otherwise,
or,
imax∑
i=imin+1
max{mpi, 1} ≤ mk, and
imax∑
i=imin
max{mpi, 1} > mk,
and the optimal solution is
xi,u =

1, 1 ≤ u ≤ b, imin + 1 ≤ i ≤ imax,
1, for i = imin, u ≤ mk −
imax∑
i=imin+1
bi max{mpi, 1},
0, otherwise.
We use this insight and optimize over the possible values of
imin to compute a lower bound on E[R∗NC] for various values
of the number of caches (m), number of contents (n = cm),
storage per cache (k) and Zipf parameter (β).
We focus on the case where content popularity follows the
Zipf distribution with Zipf Parameter β, with 1 < β < 2. Let
imin = m
α. Therefore,
i˜∑
i=mα
mpi +
imax∑
i=i˜
1 ≤ mk
b
⇒ −1
β − 1
mp1
iβ−1
∣∣∣∣mα
i˜
+ imax − i˜ ≤ mk
b
⇒ imax ≤ mk
b
− p1m
1−α(β−1)
(β − 1) +
β(p1m)
1
β
(β − 1) .
The cumulative weight of contents ranked between imax + 1
to n is
∑n
imax
bmpi, where,
n∑
imax
bmpi ≥ 1
β − 1
mp1b
iβ−1
∣∣∣∣imax
n
≥ 1
β − 1
(
mp1b
iβ−1max
− mp1b
nβ−1
)
.
Let F1 be the event that not more than one request arrives for
contents ranked between imax + 1 to n. Using the Chernoff
bound (Lemma 1), P(F1) ≥ O(ne−(logn)2). Let F2 be the
event that at least one request arrives for contents ranked
between one and imin. Using the Chernoff bound (Lemma
1), P(F2) ≥ O(ne−(logn)2). Therefore,
E[R∗NC|F1 ∩ F2] ≥ iminb+
b
β − 1
(
mp1
iβ−1max
− mp1
nβ−1
)
,
where, imin = mα, and,
imax =
mk
b
− p1m
1−α(β−1)
(β − 1) +
β(p1m)
1
β
(β − 1) .
We use the fact that,
E[R∗NC] ≥ E[R∗NC|F1 ∩ F2]P(F1 ∩ F2),
and optimize over α to get the desired result for particular
values of c, k and m. Please refer to Table I in Section IV
for the results.
C. Proof of Theorem 2
If content popularity follows the Zipf distribution (Assump-
tion 1) with Zipf parameter β > 1, and m˜ = m, the weights of
various contents in the Knapsack problem solved by Knapsack
Storage: Part 1 are as follows:
Definition 1:
n1 =
m1/β
p1(logm)2/β
, n2 =
m1/β(logm)2/β
p1
wi =

m for i = 1,⌈(
1 +
p1
2
)
mpi
⌉
for 2 ≤ i ≤ n1⌈
4p1(log n)
2
⌉
for n1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n2
1 for n2 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n
We use the following two lemmas in the proof of Theorem
2. The proofs are discussed in the Appendix.
Lemma 2: Let content popularity follow the Zipf distribu-
tion with Zipf parameter β > 1. In a given time-slot, let di
be the number of requests for Content i. Let E1 be the event
that:
(a) di ≤ 2p1(log n)2 for n1 < i ≤ n2,
(b) di ≤
(
1 +
p1
4
)
mpi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n1,
where n1, n2 and wi are as defined in Definition 1. Then we
have that,
P(E1) = 1−O(ne−(logm)2).
Lemma 3: Let R = {i : xi = 1}, where xi is the solution
of the fraction knapsack problem solved in Knapsack Storage:
Part 1. Let E2 be the event that the Match Least Popular policy
matches all requests for all contents in R to caches. Then we
have that,
P(E2) = 1−O(me−(logm)2).
Proof of Theorem 2: From Lemma 3, we know that, for
n large enough, with probability ≥ 1 − O(me−(logm)2), all
requests for the contents caches by the KS+MLP policy are
matched to caches. Let n˜ be the number of contents not in R
(i.e., not cached by the KS+MLP policy) that are requested at
least once in a given time-slot. Therefore,
E[RKS+MLP] ≤ E[n˜]P (E2) +m(1− P (E2))
≤ E[n˜] + O(m2e−(logm)2).
The results follow by solving the fractional knapsack prob-
lem defined in Figure 3 as a function of n, m, β and k˜ to
determine the set R. For a given set R,
E[n˜] =
∑
i/∈R
1− (1− p1)m.
We omit the details due to lack of space.
D. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof of Theorem 3: In our setup, say System I, there are
m users and m caches, each with a storage capacity of k bits.
In each time-slot, each user requests for a content according
to the Zipf distribution with parameter β. The least popular
content (Content n) has popularity pn = O(n−β). We are
interested in establishing a lower bound on the expected rate
for this system.
Consider an alternative setup, say System II, where we
introduce a dummy empty content W0. Each user requests
Content i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n with equal probability p = O(n−β)
and the empty content W0 with probability 1−O(n1−β). Using
the fact that each non-empty content is requested with higher
probability in System I as opposed to System II, it can be
shown that the expected transmission rate for System I is at
least as large as the expected rate for System II.
Note that in System II, there will be O(m · n1−β) users
requesting non-empty contents, with high probability as m
grows large. Next, consider System III, where there is one
combined cache of capacity mk and O(m · n1−β) users, all
with access to the combined cache, and each requesting a
non-empty content with uniform probability. It is easy to see
that the expected rate for System II is at least as large as the
expected rate for System III.
Finally, consider System IV, there is one combined cache of
size mk and O(m·n1−β) users, all with access to the combined
cache, and each requesting an arbitrary non-empty content. It
follows from [12][Claim 1] that the expected rate for System
III is within a constant multiplicative factor of the worst-case
rate in System IV, maximized over all feasible request vectors.
Combining the observations above, we have that the ex-
pected transmission rate for System I (R∗Zipf) is at least as
large as the worst-case rate in System IV (R∗Zipf, IV), up to a
constant multiplicative gap. We now evaluate a lower bound
on the worst-case rate for System IV. By considering multiple
disjoint request vectors, each with unique requests made by
every user, we have the following cut-set lower bound [5]:
n
O(m · n1−β)E[R
∗
Zipf, IV] +mk ≥ n,
⇒ E[R∗Zipf, IV] ≥ Ω
(
(n−mk)m
nβ
)
.
E. Proof of Theorem 4
Proof of Theorem 4: Recall that each cache stores only
one content. Let yi,j be equal to one if Content i is stored on
at least j caches and zero otherwise. The expected number of
caches used to serve requests for Content i is upper bounded
by
∑m˜
j=1 yi,jvi,j where, vi,j =
∑m˜
k=j p
k
i (1 − pi)m˜−k is the
probability that Content i is requested at least j times.
Therefore, the expected number of caches matched to serve
user requests is upper bounded by Oc, where,
Oc = max
n∑
i=1
m˜∑
j=1
yi,jvi,j
s.t.
n∑
i=1
m˜∑
j=1
yi,j = m,
yi.j = {0, 1}, ∀i, j.
Since we have m˜ requests arriving in each time-slot, the
expected transmission rate from the central server is lower
bounded by m˜− Oc.
VII. RELATED WORK
The problem of content replication for distributed caches
has been widely studied. In [7]–[10], [26], [27] the focus is
on the setting where each request can be matched to any
cache and the central server communicates with each user
via an independent unicast transmission. In [9], [10] content
popularity is unknown and time-varying, while [7], [8], [26],
[27] study the setting where content popularity is either known
or time-invariant or both. Unlike the Knapsack Storage policy,
the proposed content replication policies in all these works
store the more popular contents on a larger number of caches.
The setting where each user is pre-matched to a server and the
central server communicates with the users via an error free
broadcast link has been studied in [5], [11]–[14], [16]. The
idea of coded caching was introduced in [5], [16]. The key
result in [5], [11]–[14], [16] is that unlike our setting, coded
caching is necessary for optimal performance. Variants of the
two settings discussed above have been studied in [4], [28].
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The setting considered in this paper is motivated by large-
scale distributed content delivery networks, used by Video on
Demand services like Netflix and Youtube which have large
content catalogs and serve a large number of users.
We draw a parallel between the caching problem and the
Knapsack problem and use it to design a caching and request
routing policy called Knapsack Storage + Match Least Popu-
lar. Surprisingly, our caching policy doesn’t always cache the
popular contents, and yet is order-optimal if content popularity
follows the Zipf’s law. We also conclude that for the setting
we consider, close to optimal performance can be achieved
without using coded caching.
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APPENDIX
In this section, we prove some of the results discussed in
Section IV and Section VI.
Proof of Lemma 2: Since content popularity follows the
Zipf distribution with Zipf parameter β > 1,
(a) For all contents less popular than Content n1,
pi ≤ p1(logm)
2
m
.
Therefore, by the Chernoff bound (Lemma 1), we have
that, for n1 < i ≤ n2,
P
(
di > 2p1(logm)
2
)
= O(e−(logm)
2
).
(b) For i ≤ n1, by the Chernoff bound (Lemma 1),
P
(
di >
(
1 +
p1
4
)
mpi
)
= O(e−mpi).
For i ≤ n1, mpi = Ω((logm)2), therefore,
P
(
di >
(
1 +
p1
4
)
mpi
)
= O(e−(logm)
2
).
Therefore, by the union bound over all contents, we have that,
P(E1) = 1−O(ne−(logm)2).
Proof of Lemma 3: Since the Match Least Popular policy
matches requests to caches starting from the least popular
contents, we first focus on requests for contents less popular
than Content n2. Since content popularity follows the Zipf
distribution with Zipf parameter β > 1, for i > n2,
pn2 <
p1
m(logm)2
.
Each of these (ranked lower than n2) contents is stored at
most once across all caches. Therefore, under the Match Least
Popular policy, a request for Content i for i > n2 will remain
unmatched only if the cache storing that content is matched
to another request for Content i for some i > n2. Since each
cache stores at most k˜ contents, the cumulative popularity of
all contents less popular than Content n2 stored on a cache
is < k˜pn2 . Each unmatched request a Content i for i > n2
corresponds to the event that there are at least two requests for
the k˜ contents less popular than Content n2 stored on a cache.
Therefore, by the Chernoff bound (Lemma 1), the probability
that a particular request for a Content i for i > n2 remains
unmatched is ≤ exp
(
− (logm)
2
k˜p1
)
. By the union bound, the
probability that at least one request for Content i ∈ R such
that i > n2 is not matched by the Match Least Popular policy
is ≤ m exp
(
− (logm)
2
k˜p1
)
.
Next, we focus on contents ranked between 2 and n1. Note
that, if the Knapsack Storage policy decides to store Content
i, it stores it on wi caches.
n2∑
i=2
xiwi ≤
n1∑
i=2
⌈(
1 +
p1
2
)
mpi
⌉
+
n2∑
i=n1+1
d4p1(log n)2e
≤
(
1 +
p1
2
)
m(1− p1)
+(4p1(log n)
2 + 1)m1/β(logm)2/β
≤ m.
Therefore, if contents are stored according to Knapsack
Storage: Part 2, each cache stores at most one content with
index i such that 2 ≤ i ≤ n2.
We now focus on requests for contents ranked between 2
and n2. Let Di be the set of caches storing Content i for
2 ≤ i ≤ n2. Let E3,j be the event that cache j ∈ Di is
matched to a request for Content i for i > n2. Since each
cache stores at most k˜ contents, a cache is used to serve a
request for Content i for i > n2 only if at least one of the
≤ k˜ contents ranked lower than n2 stored on the cache are
requested at least once. Therefore,
P(E3,j) ≤ 1−
(
1− kp1
m(logm)2
)m
.
For a given constant δ < 1, ∃m(δ) such that for m ≥ m(δ),
P(E3,j) ≤ δ.
For each Content i for n1 < i ≤ n2, let E4,i be the event
that more than 2p1(log n)2 of the d4p1(log n)2e caches in Di
are matched to requests for Content i for i ≥ n2. By the
Chernoff bound for negatively associated random variables
[29], P(E4,i) = O
(
e−(logn)
2)
.
From Lemma 2, we know that with probability ≥ 1 −
O
(
ne−(logn)
2)
, there are less than 2p1(log n)2 requests for
each Content i for n1 < i ≤ n2. Therefore, with probability
≥ 1 − O(ne−(logn)2), all requests for contents in R ranked
between n1 and n2 are matched to caches by Match Least
Popular.
For each Content i for 2 ≤ i ≤ n1, let E4,i be the event
that more than p14 mp1 of the wi caches in Di are matched
to requests for Content i for i ≥ n2. By the Chernoff bound
for negatively associated random variables [29], P(E4,i) =
O
(
e−(logn)
2)
.
From Lemma 2, we know that with probability ≥ 1 −
O
(
ne−(logn)
2)
, there are less than
(
1 + p14
)
mpi requests for
each Content i for 2 ≤ i ≤ n1. Therefore, with probability
≥ 1 − O(ne−(logn)2), all requests for contents in R ranked
between 2 and n1 are matched to caches by Match Least
Popular.
We now focus on the requests for Content 1. Recall that if
the Knapsack Storage policy decides to cache Content 1, it is
stored on all m caches. Since the total number of requests in a
batch is m, even if all requests for contents ranked lower than
1 are matched to caches, the remaining caches can be used to
serve all the requests for Content 1.
Proof of Corollary 3
Lemma 4: Let content popularity follow the Zipf distribu-
tion with Zipf parameter β > 1. In a given time-slot, let di
be the number of requests for Content i. Let G1 be the event
that
di ≤ mpi +√mpi log n for 1 ≤ i <
(
m
logm
)1/β
.
Then we have that,
P(G1) = 1−O(ne−(logm)2).
Proof: The number of requests for Content i is a Binomial
random variable with mean mpi. Therefore, by the Chernoff
bound (Lemma 1),
P(di ≥ mpi +√mpi log n) ≤ e−(logm)2/3.
By the union bound, we have that,
P(G1) = 1−O(ne−(logm)2).
Lemma 5: Let content popularity follow the Zipf distribu-
tion with Zipf parameter β > 1. In a given time-slot, let di
be the number of requests for Content i. Let G2 be the event
that
n∑
i=( mlogm )
1/β+1
di = O(m
1/β logm)
Then we have that,
P(G2) = 1−O(e−(logm)2).
Proof: The cumulative mass of all contents from i =
( mlogm )
1/β + 1 to n is
n∑
i=( mlogm )
1/β+1
p1
iβ
= O
((
logm
m
) β−1
β
)
.
The total number of arrivals for all contents ranked lower than
( mlogm )
1/β in a time-slot is a Binomial random variable with
mean m1/β(logm)
β−1
β . Therefore,
P
( n∑
i=( mlogm )
1/β+1
di = O(m
1/β logm)
)
≤ e−(logm)2/3.
Thus, P(G2) = 1−O(e−(logm)2).
of Corollary 3: Consider a policy called the Proportional
Storage policy which stores at most one content per cache with
Content i stored on ci caches, such that,
ci =
dmpie, for 1 ≤ i ≤
(
m
logm
)1/β
,
0, otherwise.
The quantity
∑n
i=1 ci can be upper bounded by a suitable
integral to show that
∑n
i=1 ci ≤ m, i.e., Proportional Storage
is a feasible storage policy. We skip the details due to lack of
space.
Recall that di is the number of requests for Content i in
a given time-slot. Therefore, under the Proportional Storage
policy, the total number of transmissions from the central
server is
( mlogm )
1/β+1∑
i=1
(di − ci) +
n∑
i=( mlogm )
1/β+1
di.
The rest of the proof is conditioned on events G1 and G2
as defined in Lemma 4 and 5. Conditioned on G1 ∩ G2, the
expected number of transmissions from the central server is
upper bounded by
( ( mlogm )1/β+1∑
i=1
√
mpi log n
)
+O(m1/β logm) = O(m1/β logm).
Therefore, the expected number of transmissions from the
central server for the Proportional Storage policy is upper
bounded by
O(m1/β logm)P(G1 ∩G2) +m(1− P(G1 ∩G2))
= O(m1/β logm)(1−O(ne−(logm)2)) +m×O(ne−(logm)2)
≤ O(m1/β logm) + O(m2e−(logm)2)
= O(m1/β logm).
By definition, this is also an upper bound on the expected
number of transmissions from the central server for the optimal
policy.
Proof of Corollary 4
Proof of Corollary 4: We consider the two cases sepa-
rately.
1) If k˜ = 1, by the definition of the Knapsack Storage
policy (3), Content 1 is not stored on any of the m
caches. Given this, under Setting C, each request for
Content 1 leads to a transmission from the central server.
The expected number of requests for Content 1 in a time-
slot is mp1 = Θ(1), and therefore, the result follows.
2) If k˜ ≥ dce+2, from the proof Theorem 2, we have that,
with high probability, the Knapsack Storage + Match
Least Popular policy serves all requests via the caches,
i.e., no requests are served using the central server.
Therefore, even for Setting C, the expected tranmission
rate is o(1).
